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sustainaBiLity underutilized? lesser-known?

Despite being located on the coast of one of the country’s 
most fertile fishing regions, Derek Wagner, chef/owner of 

Nick’s on Broadway, Providence, Rhode Island, couldn’t buy 
Rhode Island-caught seafood nine years ago. The chef learned 
this counterintuitive tidbit when he tried to pivot his protein 
sourcing more toward local.

“When it came to fruits and vegetables, I was getting 
incredible information about sourcing, origin and the people 
growing it. But then I’d call my seafood purveyor to ask where the 
fish I was getting came from, and he couldn’t answer,” Wagner 
says. “I remember getting this beautiful salmon, and asking, 

Underutilized? Lesser-known?
Whatever you call it, 
find a place on the 
menu for “trash fish.”
By Maggie Hennessy
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oPPosite: Brown Bag seafood’s 
curry fish cakes powerbox.
aBove: Participating chefs plate 
dishes at chefs collaborative’s 4th 
annual sustainable seafood dinner 
in august.
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‘Where’s it coming from?’ And the guy just says, ‘the Atlantic.’ That 
to me was an epiphany. It made me so mad that this guy I did business 
with was minimizing my concerns because he just didn’t know.”

Wagner reached out to Boston-based nonprofit Chef’s Collaborative, 
where he’s now a board member, and the group put him in touch with a 
pair of commercial fishermen in Point Judith who were having just as 
much trouble getting their Rhode Island-caught fish onto local menus. 
By the end of the week, Wagner received his first order, launching a 
partnership that would result in all his fish coming in whole directly 
from Southern New England waters.

“I’m getting faster, real-time, fresh product with unlimited access 
to real information, and removing some of those cost layers,” he says. 
“They charge me more than they would get selling wholesale, but 
much less than I’d pay going through a distributor. For anything to 
be sustainable, you have to develop relationships that work for all 
entities involved.”

Overall, the sustainable seafood movement has gained considerable 
ground in the past decade. Purveyors are regularly answerable to chefs 
requesting not just the source but the sustainability rankings of the 
seafood they purchase. And—like Wagner—more chefs and operators 
are foregoing big-name species in favor of so-called trash fish, such as 
bycatch (the unwanted extras fisherman ensnare while pursuing more 
coveted species), invasive and other tossed-aside creatures.

One fisherman’s trash
Creating market value around underused species helps offload 

some of the pressure on at-risk fisheries and—in the case of invasive 
species—helps preserve regional ecosystems. Last year, Whole Foods Market began selling 
lionfish across its South Florida stores. Lesser-known fish are trending up on restaurant menus, 
too—bluefish menu mentions have increased 100% and rockfish mentions are up 94% since 2013, 
according to Chicago-based market research firm Datassential.

But progress is slow. Despite having more sovereign fishing territory than any other country, 
the U.S. still imports more than 90% of the seafood we eat, according to the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration. Much of what fishermen catch here is exported to Canada, Europe 
and South America.

Chefs Collaborative has thus spent much of the past five years spreading the gospel of “trash 
fish.” The term, which originated among fishermen to denote the product they couldn’t sell (and “in 
some cases, didn’t know they could eat,” Wagner says), became the tongue-in-cheek moniker for a 
dinner series launched in 2013. Now heading into its fifth year, the series has assumed a different 
name (Sustainable Seafood Dinners), but the grittier handle has become nomenclature for this arm 
of the sustainable seafood movement.

Wagner attests that it has provided a crucial catalyst in the spirit of chef-driven movements 
championing ugly produce and incorporating food scraps. But some, like Hari Pulapaka, the James 
Beard Award-nominated executive chef/co-owner of Cress Restaurant in DeLand, Florida, decry 
the term for devaluing these animals’ role in the ecosystem and killing potential markets outside 
white-tablecloth restaurants. Pulapaka prefers “lesser-known” or “underutilized,” owning that 
these terms aren’t nearly as catchy.

“I’m not sure we can ever agree, and I’m not sure it’s important,” he says. “We agree on what 
it represents.”
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sustainaBiLity underutilized? lesser-known?

Pulapaka sources much of his seafood from Sea to Table, a Brooklyn, New 
York-based sustainable supplier. He regularly hosts pairing dinners and cooking 
demonstrations at his 35-seat restaurant to get diners excited about undervalued 
sheepshead and invasive lionfish and blue catfish.

He adds that the education piece is important, especially for the average person 
who is buying something that doesn’t look familiar. “That’s the small space where 
chefs and restaurants have a role, in making these fish tasty and telling the story of 
what they’re about.”

The importance of storytelling
Authentic storytelling on the plate comes largely through an innately deep 

connection to the surrounding area’s ecosystem—something that comes naturally 
to Ned Baldwin, a lifelong Long Island sport fisherman who opened Houseman 
restaurant in 2015 in Lower Manhattan. He fishes off Long Island 100 miles from 
his small independent restaurant, and sources underused regional fish directly from 
a small commercial fisherman, Blue Moon Fish in Mattituck, New York.

Baldwin delights in menuing unconventional preparations of these historically 
unsung fish. He lightly pickles locally caught bluefish—a species native New 
Yorkers tend to loathe as “bloody and smelly”—with housemade sour cream, 
7-minute egg, cucumber, radish and dill. He also challenges diners to embrace 
bycatch scup by serving it raw, dressed with a touch of acid, “because it’s such a 
reach for people who have inhibitions about it.”

He does source with conservation in mind, but he admits his reasoning for dishing up these 
lesser-known fish is more aesthetic. “Fish is better when it hasn’t traveled far,” he says. “I’m more 
inspired to cook things I have firsthand experience with, thinking about when and where they swim.”

Resonating beyond the echo chamber
Indeed, Pulapaka wonders how much small chef/operators like him and Baldwin can move 

the needle. He’s proud of the trust he’s built among patrons, and he regularly connects to chefs 
associated with wider efforts, such as Chefs Collaborative and Monterey Bay Seafood Watch, but 
he’s fairly isolated in Central Florida, he says. “We know how we’re doing, but it’s not clear how 
the movement is doing.”

Advocates try to put lesser-known species in the context of countering pressing issues beyond 
conservation, such as unregulated seafood processing in Third World countries, and furthering 
regional U.S. economies through job creation and tourism. Meanwhile, Chefs Collaborative is 
honing in on the purchasing-power aspect of sustainable seafood, showing smaller operations that 
they have collective power and a voice.

“Money makes the world go ’round,” Wagner says. “Decisions even on a micro level in 
restaurants, shops and foodservice operations have the ability to move the dial in a good direction.”

That logic applies on a bigger scale, too. If restaurant groups or hotel chains bought even 10% 
less imported shrimp and shifted that to domestic seafood, for example, “think about how many 
dollars you’re putting in the right buckets—and that’s something that’s achievable,” Wagner adds.

Such a proposition requires a clear-cut case for why sourcing sustainably makes economic 
sense. “How you can do better, but not have a fear of having a smaller margin, if you will,” 
Pulapaka says.

High-volume buying power
Two-year-old fast-casual chain Brown Bag Seafood Co. in Chicago has been a Monterey Bay 

Seafood Watch partner since its inception, selling 100% sustainable seafood in sandwich, salad, 

aBove: coriander fluke with radishes, 
turnips, beetroot, citrus, pea greens and 
tangerine vin at nick’s on Broadway.
oPPosite, toP: north atlantic seared 
scallops with lobster mushroom confit, 
tomato bacon jam and shaved truffle, 
served at chefs collaborative’s 4th 
annual sustainable seafood dinner, 
from gino callega, chef at sKoB, 
sarasota, florida.
oPPosite, Bottom: Lionfish tacos 
at cress restaurant.
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taco and powerbox form. Founder/CEO Donna Lee controls 
food cost mainly through portion control (boxes average 4 
ounces of fish), though Brown Bag also benefits from having 
concentrated impact as a buyer, averaging 600-800 pounds of 
fish each week.

“Being so heavily focused on seafood helps a lot with price 
negotiations, sourcing and reps paying attention to going the 
extra mile on sustainability,” says Lee. “We’re able to challenge 
them, saying we need fish under a certain price point that fits 
these strict guidelines.”

As a quick lunch destination for health-minded, busy Chicagoans, 
however, Brown Bag’s product also has to meet another limiting set of 
qualifications: flaky, mild in flavor and—usually—white. Even 
the rotating catch of the day is usually a bigger-name species, 
such as haddock or mahi mahi. Selling diners on underappreciated species—which 
can be stronger-tasting and lean in texture—is a tough proposition.

“Whitefish, for example, doesn’t taste like much, which is what a lot of people 
are looking for when they come here, honestly,” Lee says. “If we run bluefish, it’s 
dark, as if you took the fish’s blood and turned it into flesh. To the customer, that’s 
just, ‘Why are you putting a piece of gray fish on top of my salad?’ You can only 
push the envelope a little.”

Our medium is food
Not only that, but hyper-regional simply doesn’t suit every concept. Bill Montagne, chef de 

cuisine of seafood-centric Italian spot Nico Osteria in Chicago, grew up in the Midwest eating 
local lake fish such as pike, but as a chef at restaurants that included Le Bernardin in New York, he 
gained an affinity for “cleaner” saltwater fish.

At Nico Osteria he uses a hybrid of local suppliers bringing in product such as black sea bass, 
halibut and fluke from the East and West coasts, and sources fish such as sustainably farmed 
hamachi and striped jack directly from Japan and Korea. Being part of the One Off Hospitality 
Group (The Publican, Blackbird, avec) enables Montagne to pool purchases with other One Off 
chefs. And he monitors sustainability and fishery quotas through the Monterey Bay Seafood 
Watch program.

Overall, though, he’s motivated most by finding superlative product—be that locally grown 
carrots or rooftop greens, caviar from Eastern Europe or black truffles from France. “We certainly 
use a lot of local farmers and local dairy producers, but as I learned from Thomas Keller and Eric 
Ripert, some chefs—like Dan Barber at Blue Hill—are ultra-regional. I take a different approach,” 
Montagne says. “Not everybody is going to be able to go completely gung-ho and remove everything 
from their menu. To start the process of change and evolution, we have to go gradually.”

And in a business built on pleasure and hospitality, sustainability stats can get numbing, much like 
preaching to diners on the apocalyptic dangers of overfishing can lead to fatigue, as Wagner points out.

“At the end of the day, we have to understand that our medium is food, and that people come 
to the dining table for sustenance and spiritual and physical nourishment,” he says. “We can move 
the dial with so much more endorsement and buy-in if we put it forward in a way that is providing 
nourishment and not just doom and gloom.” 


